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ABSTRACT The diffusion and arrangements of CO adsorbates within nanometer-scale pores on a copper surface are investigated by
low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy. In contrast to extended terraces, confinement stabilizes dislocation lines that expose
more than one-fourth of the adsorbate population to potentially more reactive adsorption configurations. Confinement allows
correlation between adsorbate diffusivity and the number of adsorbates in the pore. A marked increase is found that coincides with
the absence of dense films on the exposed facets. In combination, we find that in confinement CO molecules are much more likely
to be at adsorption sites that allow lateral access, in contrast to the dense and uniform films on extended terraces.
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The diffusive behavior of adsorbates has generally
been studied on extended terraces, that is, not under
lateral confinement, mainly due to experimental

impediments, yet metal clusters with nanoscopic facets have
considerable technological relevance, for instance as sup-
ported metal catalysts for applications ranging from the
(petro-)chemical industry to emission control. For the study
of the dynamics of adsorbates on nanoscale clusters, it
would be ideal if arrays of atomically identical ones could
be formed. Absent this possibility we utilize a Cu(111)
substrate covered with a self-assembled anthraquinone
network. This network sustains subsequent deposition of CO
molecules and confines their diffusion into pores of ∼4 nm
in size, where they can be imaged and studied in detail.

The pores have a similar size as the facets expected on
catalytic nanoclusters; in particular, studies on gold have
shown that its activity increases enormously if dispersed in
this size regime.2,3 Conventionally, the high activity of
nanoparticles, as compared to the surfaces of bulk metals,
is attributed partly to the high surface to volume ratio at high
dispersion, and partly to support-metal interactions and to
the abundance of surface defect sites such as step-/facet-
edges and -kinks.4 While the exposed copper facets of our
network probably have little besides their size in common
with catalytic nanoparticles, they nevertheless open for
study the kind of effects that lateral confinement may have
on the dynamics of adsorbates, at least in a phenomenologi-
cal manner; a survey of them is the objective of this study.

Several previous publications addressed the dynamics of
adsorbates at metal surfaces and their interaction with one
another. They include measurements of the dynamics of

benzene molecules,5,6 reactive mixtures,7,8 hydrogen at-
oms,9 and CO molecules.10-15 Also, the insertion of atoms
or molecules into molecular surface networks has been
studied previously.16-21 What makes our study novel is the
confined nature of the adsorbates that allows us to study how
molecules behave when their support is not a large, clean,
and inert terrace.22

We use CO as our test molecule because abundant data
on its surface behavior is available: CO molecules adsorb
upright atop Cu(111) substrate atoms. They are imaged in
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) as protrusions or
indentations, depending on whether the STM tip is decorated
with a CO atom at its apex or not, respectively.23 At sufficient
coverage, CO adsorbates form an ordered (�3 × �3)R30°
overlayer; large islands of this superstructure have been
observed in previous STM studies.24 In our model system
there are 186 exposed atop adsites in each 4 nm pore,
allowing a maximum occupation in the exposed facet of 62
CO molecules in a dense (�3 × �3)R30° adlayer.

Initial sample preparation involves the usual sequence of
sputtering and annealing, followed by cooling to liquid
nitrogen temperatures. The anthraquinone pattern is created
by deposition of the molecule onto the cryogenic sample
followed by annealing to room temperature. After subse-
quent cooling to ∼40 K, CO is deposited through a leak valve.

Deposition of CO molecules into an anthraquinone hon-
eycomb network does not alter the pore shape. With careful
dosage we obtain a CO coverage very close to a complete
(�3 × �3)R30° overlayer, which is visible inside the pores
(Figure 1b-d). Moreover, we find on the exposed facets a
dislocation line, which is constantly present yet persistently
shifting position. The Supporting Information shows a movie.
This differs from the behavior of CO films on extended
terraces, where the (�3 × �3)R30° is observed over large
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areas and dislocation lines (i.e., antiphase domain bound-
aries) are expelled to the edge.24 What is the origin of this
effect?

Each exposed facet is centered around a substrate hollow
site, allowing three equivalent atop adsites (light blue in
Figure 1e to anchor the CO (�3 × �3)R30° pattern, thus
spanning three equivalent overlayer sublattices. The facet
edges consist of two alternating sets of three equivalent
sides, much as any hexagonal fcc island is surrounded by
steps with alternating (111) and (100) facets. One of the sets
of sides is equally decorated with CO molecules no matter
which central substrate atom anchors the overlayer. Of the
other set of sides, however, only two are covered intimately,
leaving open space near the third side (yellow in Figure 1e).

The open space can be avoided if the CO adlayer is
imperfect; a dislocation line in the overlayer allows place-
ment of adsorbates at all sides of the second set equivalently.
Consequently, the confined adlayer is under competition
between forming the structure found on extended surfaces
and incorporation of a dislocation line that permits equal
filling of the edge sites, that is, providing optimal edge
interaction at the expense of intermolecular interaction. In
both cases, the same number of CO molecules fit onto the
exposed facet. The observation of the persistence of the

dislocation lines indicates that the interactions at the adlayer
edge are dominant over those within the adlayer.

Imaging 75 setups of one dislocation line at 24 K, we find
that in ∼40% of the cases a kink is present in the line. A
dislocation typically affects 16 molecules (8 per side); a kink
in the double line increases this number by 2 along the
dislocation line (Figure 1g). Analyzing the measured fraction
of kinked lines using the Boltzmann equation and taking into
account the degeneracy of the various possible kinked
configurations, we estimate a kink energy of 6.1 ( 0.3 meV
and a total energetic cost of the entire dislocation line of
∼0.05 eV. For three molecules, the edge-interaction is
improved by the dislocation line (yellow in Figure 1e). This
yields a lower boundary of the edge interaction of ∼0.02 eV
per molecule, a considerable energy compared to, for
example, the CO diffusion barrier of 0.075 eV.13

The presence of the dislocation can potentially affect the
chemical reactivity of the film markedly; molecules affected
by a dislocation line have a nearest neighbor configuration
that allows more ready access to them as well as the
underlying substrate. The number of molecules affected by
the dislocation scales linearly with the size of the facet,
whereas the total number of molecules scales quadratically,
indicating that the smaller the facet size, the more pro-
nounced this effect. For the 4 nm facets studied here, more
than one-fourth of the adsorbates (16 out of 62) are directly
affected by the dislocation line, significantly greater than on
extended terraces.

The constant motion of the dislocation lines well below
30 K contrasts substantially with the behavior of individual
CO molecules on Cu(111), whose diffusion starts only at ∼33
K.13 Is this effect limited to dislocation lines? Preparing films
of slightly lower coverage with facets that have a small
number of vacancies in their (�3 × �3)R30° coverage
(Figure 2a,b), we observe rapid motion at similarly low
temperature. The Supporting Information shows a movie.
While increased diffusivity at high coverage has been ob-
served in the past, to our knowledge it has not yet been
quantified except at very low concentration13 and for direct
neighbors.12,25,26 The confined nature of our exposed facets
allows us to monitor the diffusion rate for a fixed number-
density of molecules. The dotted line of Figure 3 shows the
diffusivity from a few molecules per pore (Figure 2e,f) up to
the point at which the (�3 × �3)R30° adlayer is one-third
complete and site blocking becomes important (Figure 2c,d).
While data points for coverages up to 6 molecules on the
exposed facet were measured at 27 K, diffusion at higher
coverages was too rapid at this temperature; the data point
for 21 molecules per pore was measured at 22 K and scaled
according to the Arrhenius parameters of ref 13. The dotted
line represents an exponential fit of the diffusivity.

A detailed look at the STM images indicates that the
diffusivity depends not only on the number of molecules on
the exposed facet but also on the position of the molecules
within that facet. Generally, molecules tend to move less if

FIGURE 1. (a) Array of atomically defined pores on Cu(111) formed
by deposition of anthraquinone according to ref 1. Image param-
eters, 83 nm × 73 nm; bias, -2.53 V; current, 50 pA; temperature,
90 K. (b-d) Images from a supporting movie of a dislocation line
moving in confinement. Image parameters: bias -2.40 V; current
44 pA; temperature, 24 K. e,f) The (�3 × �3)R30° adlayer can be
anchored at any one of the three atoms at the center of the exposed
facet (light blue). In each case, one facet edge is decorated differently
than the remaining two of the same kind (yellow in e). This can be
alleviated, if a dislocation line is induced in the pore (f). In both
cases, the same number of molecules fit inside the pore. (g) Model
of a kink in a dislocation line similar to the STM image of panel d.
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they are closer to the center and more rapidly around the
perimeter. Unfortunately, this renders a complete Arrhenius-
based evaluation (which would need to separate molecules
by location) beyond reasonable effort.

Thermally programmed desorption experiments showed
that an increase of the surface coverage can lead to a
reduction of the adsorption energy.4 In the simplest ap-
proximation, the diffusion barrier is a constant fraction of
the adsorption energy. While this argument justifies a varia-
tion of the diffusion barrier with coverage, it provides little
indication that the diffusion preexponential factor should
vary markedly with it. Fixing the diffusion prefactor at the
value for isolated molecules,13 the variation of the diffusion
barrier with coverage can be obtained from the diffusion
data (Figure 3, solid line). The adsorption and subdivision
of the Cu(111) terrace by the anthraquinone network causes
a reduction of the CO diffusion barrier by one-fourth;
increasing the coverage inside the pore up to one-third of
the (�3 × �3)R30° adlayer reduces the diffusion barrier by
another one-fourth. The data suggests a linear fit of the
reduction of the barrier as a function of the coverage with a
slope of (57 ( 14)%/ML, with 1 ML defined as the complete
(�3 × �3)R30° coverage. If the adsorption energy is
assumed to be proportional to the diffusion barrier, then its
reduction by half indicates a comparable reduction of the
adsorption energy. The observation of a linear dependence
of the energy reduction on the number density of molecules
suggests that its origin is not direct pair interactions (which

scale quadratically with coverage) but involves the substrate,
potentially both through confinement-induced surface state
effects27-29 or through mediation of trio and higher order
interactions.30 While the effects of site blocking and nearest
neighbor interactions prevent us from obtaining experimen-
tal data beyond 1/3 ML coverage, our results suggest a quite
substantial destabilization of the CO molecules in the (�3
× �3)R30° adlayer, well in line with the results discussed
in refs 4 and 26.

Following this discussion of the CO dynamics, we finally
examine the locations that the molecules/vacancies occupy
and the effect of the lateral confinement on them. To this
end, we study the distribution of vacancies in coverages like
the one shown in Figure 2a-d and of molecules in coverages
like shown in Figure 2c,d; movies can be found in the online
Supporting Information.

Figure 4a shows the likelihood that the dislocation line
of Figure 1b-d occupies different substrate sites in a color-
coded histogram. In this context, it is important to realize
that although the anthraquinone network appears 6-fold
symmetric, due to the 3-fold (and not 6-fold) symmetry of
the substrate, every other of its sides comes to rest at
different surface locations. The dislocation line generally
crosses near the center of the exposed facet thereby con-
necting dissimilar edges. Consequently, the area showing
higher occupation of the dislocation line in the center right
of Figure 4a is not equivalent to the area on the center left
of the pore line. The sensitivity of the dislocation line to the

FIGURE 2. Images from STM movies showing the diffusion of (a,b) vacancies in a (�3 × �3)R30 °CO coverage in confinement (image parameters,
12 nm × 9 nm; bias, -1.23 V; current, 120 pA, temperature, 23 K). (c,d) Twenty to twenty-two CO molecules on each exposed facet (image
parameters, 8 nm × 8 nm; bias, -0.72 V; current, 60 pA, temperature, 22 K). (e,f) Two and three CO molecules in confinement (image
parameters, 12 nm × 9 nm; bias, -2.67 V; current, 100 pA, temperature, 27 K).

FIGURE 3. Dotted line: diffusion rate per molecule as a function of
number of molecules on an exposed facet. Solid line: reduction of
the diffusion barrier that causes this acceleration under the assump-
tion of a constant diffusion prefactor. All error bars are dominated
by the temperature uncertainty of 1 K in our measurements; the
statistical error is much smaller than the data markers.

FIGURE 4. Color-coded histograms of CO vacancy/molecule distribu-
tion for each of the 186 Cu substrate atoms exposed within an
anthraquinone pore. The anthraquinone pore is chiral and 3-fold
symmetric, panels b and c are averaged over three equivalent
rotational orientations. (a) Dislocation lines are most commonly
found to cross the facet center, (b) whereas vacancies are more
commonly found around the facet edge. (c) For 20-22 CO mol-
ecules, a relatively featureless distribution is observed. Each panel
represents the location of >1000 vacancies/molecules.
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geometry of the facet boundary is a testament to the
importance of confinement for the spatial distribution of
adsorbates.

Figure 4b shows the distribution of vacancies on exposed
facets a few molecules short of saturation; bright colors
correspond to a high likelihood of finding vacancies. Viewing
a large number of movies with coverages similar to Figures
2a,b, we qualitatively observe that the vacancies frequently
arrange themselves in rows that originate at the facet edge
and often bend back toward the same or an adjacent edge.
In the histogram of Figure 4b, this is reflected in a higher
probability for vacancies to be found at the edges with a
slight preference for one kind of edge and vertex. It is
important to realize that in our observation, the vacancies
do not segregate from the adlayer, that is, they do not form
a closely covered area surrounded by empty space as on
extended terraces.24 Rather the vacancies are interspersed
with the adlayer, affecting a far greater fraction of the
adlayer molecules and potentially rendering the adlayer
more reactive. A statistical analysis of vacancy motion is
much more complicated than for adsorbate motion, as in
the (�3 × �3)R30° overlayer “fractional” vacancies (cor-
responding to molecules adsorbed in antiphase) can com-
bine and molecules can occasionally and intermittently
adsorb closer than the �3 spacing, so that the total number
of vacancies on an exposed facet is not conserved.

Reducing the coverage to 20-22 molecules on the ex-
posed facet (i.e., ∼1/3 of the (�3 × �3)R30° adlayer), we
do not observe aggregation into large islands (Figure 2c,d).
Despite the low temperature, only small aggregates of
molecules form, with almost every molecule being acces-
sible on the surface from at least one side (see Supporting
Information). This is, again, in marked contrast to CO films
on extended terraces, where we find extended (�3 ×
�3)R30° islands under similar conditions.24 The distribution
of molecules within the exposed facet is relatively feature-
less; no preferred or avoided regions of adsites can be
discerned (Figure 4c).

In summary, we conducted a survey of the effects that
nanometer-scale confinement can have on adsorbate dy-
namics and placement; on small exposed facets we found
that adsorbate diffusion increases rather than decreases,
resulting in more even and open distributions of adsorbates
and adlayer vacancies than found on extended terraces.
Even at full coverage, confinement can stabilize dislocation
lines that affect a substantial fraction of the molecules in the
adlayer (more than one-fourth of them). In combination,
these findings suggest that confinement alone can increase
the potential for surface reactivity in an adsorbate film: the
smaller the facet size (i.e., the smaller a metal nanoparticle
that creates it), the more pronounced the mentioned effect.
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